tegral part of the text.
These criticisms are minor in light of the overall quality of the book. For the medical student seeking an introduction to the modes by which ethanol, a clinically important and socially prevalent drug, exerts its effects, I cannot imagine recommending a better text. Similarly, for the practicing physician, the book provides an explanation for the dramatic effects of alcohol observed in many patients. Lastly, I would recommend this book to the advanced undergraduate who is interested in clinical applications of the basic sciences. Dr. Last headed a distinguished group of epidemiologists from around the world who edited this volume for the International Epidemiological Association. It is, according to the back cover, the "first dictionary of epidemiology to be published. ..." Although there probably has never been anything quite like this volume, occasional books on epidemiology, research, and public health have contained glossaries of shorter scope.
The publication of such a book raises questions as to the value of publishing dictionaries for each rapidly expanding scientific field. Should there be a dictionary of physiology or internal medicine? It should be noted that the purpose of this "handbook," as it is also called on the front cover, is stated in the preface to be ". . . an attempt to bring some order to the occasionally chaotic nomenclature . . ." in the field of epidemiology, in which "the creation of new terms and disagreement about the meaning of old ones can confuse beginners and established epidemiologists alike." The need for standardization of terminology in science is obvious; that the best way to do it is to create a dictionary is not. The editors are also concerned about this. In the preface Dr. Last cautions, "It is not an index of permitted and prohibited usage.... We have tried to create a Rosetta Stone, not the Ten Commandments." Certainly the field of epidemiology is in too much flux to tolerate a hardening of the categories. Fortunately, as the dictionary turned out, education, rather than dogmatism, is its dominant characteristic.
A better title might be "A Dictionary of Epidemiology, Biostatistics, and Causal Research." The explanations of terms are often extensive. For example, almost a page of the book is devoted to "Causation of Disease, Factors In" and this thoroughness is not unusual. Sometimes the fact of disagreement about a term or concept is indicated, as are synonyms. Frequently there will be a reference to the literature where a more complete discussion can be found.
Who should have this book? I am tempted to say that anyone who reads the scientific, especially medical and epidemiologic, literature should have one and refer to it as new terms arise in reading. The following is a list of some terms discussed in the book; if most or all of these are familiar to you, better to put the money elsewhere; if not, consider this an essential companion to serious reading of the medical literature.
A small sample of the kinds of terms discussed includes: symmetrical vs. asymmetrical association; attributable risk; Bayes theorem; bias (assessment, detection, information, length, observer, recall, selection, Berksons's, etc.); carrier; casecontrol vs. cohort vs. cross-sectional studies; cost-benefit vs. cost-effectiveness analysis; decision analysis; degrees of freedom; DMF rate; double blind trial; ecological fallacy; epidemic (common source and others); Henle-Koch Postulates; Evans' Postulates (an updating of the Henle-Koch postulates); rates (age-specific, birth, death, infant and fetal mortality, fertility, hazard, perinatal, etc.); halo effect; Hawthorne effect; healthy worker effect; herd immunity; historical cohort study; holoendemic; hyperendemic; incidence; prevalence; incidence density; jackknifed estimates; logistic model; Mantel-Haenszel (test, estimate, odds ratio); McNemar's test; Mills Canons; nosocomial; nosological; odds ratio; overmatching; placebo;
proportional hazards (Cox) regression model; zero time shift, etc.
A nice addition to the dictionary is the inclusion of short biographies of important epidemiologists (e.g., Cornfield, Frost, Goldberger, Panum, Pickles, Reed, Smith, Snow), public health statisticians and leaders (e.g., Farr, Graunt, Greenwood, Maxcy, Ramazzini, Shattuck), and medical scientists (e.g., Galton, Koch, Reed, Semmelweis, Sydenham). One might argue for the inclusion of others, such as John Paul, but all that are included are appropriate. Considering the price, the convenient size, and the wealth of information, this handbook is recommended for general private purchase. Certain eukaryotic cells are capable of replacing the entire area of their cell surfaces every half hour, both in the absence of significant de novo membrane synthesis and also without compromising the basic characteristics and functions of membranous organelles such as the Golgi complex and endoplasmic reticulum. This
